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V26/S01054/EE/20160714

Time : 3 Hours Marks : 80

Instruction :
1. All Questions are Compulsory.
2. Each Sub-question carry 5 marks.
3. Each Sub-question should be answered between 75 to 100 words. Write every questions

answer on separate page.
4. Question paper of 80 Marks, it will be converted in to your programme structure marks.

1. Solve any four sub-questions.
a) On 21st of July 1992 in DR position 30°06' S 038°45' W sextant altitude of Moon

UL was found to be 39°30' when GMT was 09h20m49s I.E. 3.5' on the arc H.E. 15
mtrs. using long by LONG BY CHRON method find the direction of PL. 5

b) On 21st of July 1992 in DR position 30°06' S 038°45' W sextant altitude of Moon
UL was found to be 39°30' when GMT was 09h20m49s I.E. 3.5' on the arc H.E. 15 mtrs.
observed azimuth using long by LONG.BY CHRON. method find the position through
which the PL passes. If the variation was 1°E. Find the deviation the compass. Depict
the above on observer's meridian. 5

c) The observed altitude of the star Capella near the meridian on 21st September 92 AM
at ship in DR 20°50'S 062°30E was 23°07.1' at chronometer time 01h15m10s error
nil H.E. 10 mtrs. Find LHA. 5

d) The observed altitude of the star Capella near the meridian on 21st September 92 AM
at ship in DR 20°50'S 062°30E was 23°07.1' at chronometer time 01h15m10s error
nil H.E. 10 mtrs. Find the direction of PL and the LATITUDE where it cuts the DR
longitude. Depict the above on the plane of rational horizon. 5

e) Explain why Venus is a morning star. 5

2. Solve any four sub-questions.
a) From A in position 32°12'N 018°15'E to B in position 05°40'N 034°20'W

Find great circle DISTANCE, INITIAL COURSE. 5
b) From A in position 32°12'N 018°15'E to B in position 05°40'N 034°20'W

Find FINAL COURSE, position of the VERTEX. 5
c) At noon on 20th January 99 in Lat 47°00'N long 004°00W a ship steered the following

courses. 5
Compass Co. Dist. Dev. Var.
N3°W 72 7°E 30°E
N20°E 50 15°E 30°E
S70°E 90 15°W 30°E
S47°W 35 17°W 30°E
S61°E 55 7°W 30°E
Find COURSE and DISTANCE made good noon to noon and position arrived.
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d) At noon on 20th January 99 in Lat 47°00'N long 004°00W a ship steered the following
courses 5
Compass Co. Dist. Dev. Var.
N3°W 72 7°E 30°E
N20°E 50 15°E 30°E
S70°E 90 15°W 30°E
S47°W 35 17°W 30°E
S61°E 55 7°W 30°E
If the observed at noon on 21st January 99 was 46°33'N 000°39'E find SET and DRIFT.

e) Explain SHA of sun decreases constantly by about 1° per day. 5

3. Solve any four sub-questions.
a) A star with an SHA of 252°20' and LHA of 212°45' in longitude 124°40'W. If RAMS

then was 17H 06M 12S find the GMT at that instant. 5
b) A star of declination 28°05'N has a maximum azimuth of 295°T. When LHA aries is

075° calculate latitude of the observer and SHA of the star. 5
c) For a stationary observer the true amplitude of the setting sun was W20°S. When it

was on prime vertical its true altitude was 9°. Find the latitude of observer and
declination of sun. 5

d) In DR position 30°15'N 026°W an observation of sun gave a bearing of 110°(T)
intercept 6.5' towards. The ship than steamed 245°T for 24 miles when the latitude by
meridian altitude of sun was found to be 30°N find the ship's position at the time of
second observation. 5

e) An observation worked with DR latitude 48°20'N gave a longitude 35°17'W and a
bearing 127° compass the vessel than steamed for four hours at 11 kts. And a current
was setting 090°T at 3 kts. The course steered was 154° compass deviation 5°E
variation 12°W a second observation then gave a star's bearing 252 compass intercept
10 miles towards. DR used for second observation applying run and current to the
first DR find ship's position. 5

4. Solve any four sub-questions.
a) An observer in longitude 20°E obtains the GP of A star to be in longitude 25°W when

GMT is 15h11m09s RA (TRUE SUN) is 20h40m20s and equation of time is + 3m
calculate the RA star and LHA aries. 5

b) Prove Parallax in altitude = H.P. x Cos. App. altitude. 5
c) Two ports A and B are in the northern hemisphere on the parallel of A, the distance

between their meridian is 250 miles on the parallel of B it is 350 miles on equator it
is 400 miles. What are the latitude of the ports. 5

d) A vessel in north latitude sailed from 60°W on a course of 036°T and made a departure
of 160 miles and DMP of 260. Find departure and arrival position of the ship. 5

e) Explain moon culminates 50 minutes later each day. 5
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